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OUR GLOBAL SURETY EXPERTS PROVIDE
UNPARALLELED LEVELS OF COMMITMENT
AND SERVICE TO OUR PARTNERS
Based in Rocky Hill, Connecticut, with offices in Chicago, Dallas, Houston,
New Orleans, New York and Philadelphia, Aspen Insurance’s Global Surety business
provides professional, flexible and competitive support to its select broker and agency
partners. With a highly specialized team, as well as a dedicated legal and claims
group, we are able to help solve the most complex surety circumstances. Whatever
the situation, it is part of our core philosophy to listen, underwrite and understand
each client’s unique needs. We strive to provide quick decisions that ultimately lead
to innovative and equitable outcomes.

CAPACITY
• Program (aggregate) commitments up to $125 million
• Aspen American Insurance Company’s U.S. Treasury Single Bond Underwriting limit
is $54,531,000 for Federal Obligees as of July 1, 2019
• Licensed in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands,
and Guam

DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY
We take a selective approach to distribution by targeting commercial surety experts who
value our relationship, and are willing to work in tandem with us to build a sustainable
and mutually beneficial partnership.

TARGET
We target license and permit, court/fiduciary, miscellaneous bonds, as well as
non-construction contract surety bonds for public and private companies. Targeted
principals include Fortune 1000, publicly traded and large privately held companies
in the following segments:
• Energy/Oil and Gas
• Healthcare
• Industrials
• Insurance and Financial Services
• Manufacturing

• Mining and Minerals
• Public Utilities
• Technology
• Transportation
• Waste Services

BONDS
Commercial Contract
• Bid
• Supply
• Supply and Install
• Performance and Payment
• Maintenance

License and Permit
• Customs
• Plugging and Abandonment
• Reclamation/Closure
• Road Use
• Tax

Court
• Appeal
• Attachment/Injunction
• Replevin
• Trustee

Miscellaneous
• Lease
• Lost Instrument
• Self Insurer Workers Compensation
• Subdivision
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ASPEN GROUP
Founded in 2002, Aspen is a leading provider of insurance and reinsurance to
clients. We operate through wholly-owned subsidiaries and offices in Australia,
Bermuda, Canada, Singapore, Switzerland, the United Arab Emirates, the United
Kingdom and the United States.
Aspen is diversified and well-capitalized and we provide our clients with significant
risk capacity, and consistently demonstrate innovation and excellence in our
approach to underwriting.
Aspen’s operating subsidiaries have been assigned a rating of “A” by Standard & Poor’s
Financial Services LLC, an “A” by A.M. Best Company Inc. and an “A2” by Moody’s
Investors Service, Inc.

ASPEN INSURANCE
Aspen Insurance is an established leader in many of our chosen markets. Each of
our business lines is run by a group of highly respected and experienced industry
experts with in-depth knowledge of the industries we serve, as well as an exceptional
ability to create targeted product solutions.
We operate on both a global and regional product basis, meaning that we can better
align our product and distribution capabilities to give the best possible service to
our customers.
To find out more about Aspen Insurance and our product offering, please visit
aspen-insurance.com

HOW WE WORK
• Innovation in the management of complex risks: Our people have deep technical
expertise, and they are empowered to offer intelligent insights and find creative
solutions to the most complex of problems.
• Global solutions with local execution: We value long-term partnerships with our
clients, and our global products are delivered by local teams with a deep understanding
of their individual needs.
• Fast and fair resolution of claims: We act with integrity and honor our
commitments, resolving and paying claims quickly and fairly.
• Meaningful capacity backed by financial strength and security: Our success is
built on financial strength and stability, and we pride ourselves in providing certainty
and security to our clients.

